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Abstract 
The incremental updating of geo-spatial databases is becoming more and more popular because the method of replacing the 
entire database with a new version is burdensome for the large mount of data involved. There is needed a model for geo-spatial 
database incremental updating in an efficient manner and a practical mode. A number of key problems of modeling the spatial 
database incremental updating are discussed in this paper. Firstly the base state with amendments model is introduced to manage 
the incremental information and historical database. Then detailed technologies such as the incremental information storage 
structure, creating the new version database, and spatio-temporal search are also expatiated. Finally, a prototype system for 
spatial database incremental updating is developed and implemented with 1:2000 topographic databases. Experimental results 
show that using the models presented in this paper can store incremental information effectively, and integrate the incremental 
information into the old databases quickly. 
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1. Introduction 
Spatial database updating is carried out by modifying the primary database to get the new data system, via 
surveying in the field or using latest satellite images or aerial photographs[1]. Meanwhile, incremental update is 
becoming a trend for future spatial database update because it needs less data manipulation and requires shorter 
updating period also it is easy to store and transfer data[2-4]. Most of the existing solutions for updating topological 
database are worked by amending the change-only part of the old database directly without saving the incremental 
information independently, so it will cost much to detect and extract the changed data between the new and old 
databases when supplying users with incremental service. Consequently, independent storing the incremental 
information when updating the database can realize “update once, use many”, so it is necessary to model the geo-
spatial database incremental update. This paper focuses on the key techniques of the modeling, including how to 
store the incremental information, how to manage the incremental information and historical data, and how to creat 
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a new version of database, spatio-temporal search, and so on [1]. Especially, how to organize and manage the 
incremental information and old database is the chief issue, we use base state with amendments model to solve it. 
The base state with amendments model is one of the most important spatio-temporal data model proposed by 
Peuquet and Duan in 1995, it only stores the base state of database at given time and the variations corresponding to 
the base state[5]. Subsequently, Langran [6], Zhang Zuxun[7], Cao Zhiyue[8] et al have improved this model to 
satisfy the requirement of application. And the base state with amendments model is becoming a popular data 
model, as it is simple and easy to realize. 
In this paper, spatial database incremental update is realized using the base state with amendments model because 
they both have the similar principles. The central issue of the incremental update modeling is to organize and 
manage spatio-temporal storage of the incremental information and master database, the snapshot database at 
different time in incremental updating corresponds to the base state database, meanwhile the incremental 
information corresponds to the amendments (updating delta). Therefore, this solution provides users with minimal 
incremental information because it only saves the amendments and helps to data transfer. It also can detail the 
spatio-temporal evolutions undergone by spatial entities with several amendments. 
Based on the base state with amendments model, we propose a three-step process for incremental update. Firstly, 
users call for updating. Then the producers take the database as original base state database, and modify the chang-
only data, the new base state database and synchronously the amendments database are produced after the 
modification. Finally, only the amendments are transferred to the users who integrated them into the old database to 
get the new-version base state database. We call this process, in which base state and amendments are saved 
simultaneously, as the incremental updating mode based on base state with amendments. 
2. Application of base state with amendments to incremental updating 
2.1. Modeling the base state database (master database) 
The base state database is the whole data at given time, which is also called master database. Models of master 
database affect the incremental information extraction, matching between amendments and old base state, quick 
integration and so on. The master database is built or extended with updating identifier in many practical 
applications, so that it is easy to extract the updating information and integrate into the user’s database 
automatically. OS MasterMap ® is a case in point, which is built with a system of unique topographic identifier 
(TOID), time stamp and version. But it’s impractical to rebuild such a master database in China which has a vast 
territory. However the existing database can be extended a little to satisfy the command of incremental update. 
First, time stamp should be extended to contact and distinguish the base state and the amendments in different 
time. Besides, temporary unique identifier (TUID) is introduced to identify entity which is modified while capturing 
the incremental information. There are some differences between TUID and TOID: (1) TUID only works in the 
delta capturing base state database, and it is only workable in the process of delta capture, delta storage and delta 
integration. (2) TUID ensures every entity in the database with an independent ID, which keeps unstable in the 
database updating. (3) TUID is only coded in the current updating database, while TUID codes each entity in the 
database, so it will spend less time coding than UID. 
Based on the above discussion, time stamp and TUID should be extended to the existing master database for the 
incremental updating. And the two factors are stored in the parameter document instead of modifying the database 
directly. So the base state database (DB) at given time is 
( ), , ,
it
DB Time TUID SpatialInfo AttributeInfo=                
(1) 
Where Time is the last updating time; and SpatialInfo is spatial information of the entity, AttributeInfo is non-
spatial information of the entity. 
2.2. Modeling the amendments database (incremental information) 
Amendments refer to variation corresponding to the base state database, that is, the incremental information. 
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Modelling the amendments is a significant step for incremental updating as an efficient model would only record the 
minimal but useful information in the process of updating, it can also integrate the amendments into the old base 
state quickly and automatically. 
At present there are two kinds of methods to store incremental information. The new entity after change and its 
attributes are stored as incremental information[9-11]; this kind of method is easy to extract incremental information 
with simple updating process, so it is used in many engineering. But storing the all attribute of the changed entity 
would cause redundancy. Another method was proposed by Beyen[12], T. Badard[13], Zhu Huaji[14], in which delta 
between new and old database and its causing event were stored as incremental information. This method can reduce 
memory to some extent, and introduce events to update user’s database automatically, while the description of delta 
might fragment the feature and increase the data, The fragmented feature also makes the updating more difficult. 
The essential of the production of incremental information is that data collectors, based on the old edition base 
state database, implement the updating operation of all changing targets. The process of incremental updating of 
users can be regarded as the repetition and replaying of the incremental information capturing. Therefore, the 
storage of incremental information targets on describing and recording the process of field acquisition. The process 
of collection can be decomposed into a series of updating operation as the basic storage units. Thereby, the 
preserved incremental information DeltafileΔ  should be defined as: 
( ), ,Deltafile Time MetaData DletaObjectΔ = Δ∑                
(2) 
Time is capture time to identify different delta files, and join delta file with base state database; △DeltaObject  is 
the updating process of single entity. And △DeltaObject is defined as: 
( ), ,DeltaObject Operate TUID LabelΔ =                
(3) 
Table 1. Data structure of △DeltaObject 
Layer type    Operate type                       Data structure of incremental information 
                          Add                                         (Add, TUID, Attrs, XYs) 
Point                 Delete                                      (Delete, TUID) 
Line                  Move                                        (Move, TUID, MoveX, MoveY) 
Polygon            Modify Geometry                    (Modify, TUID, NewXYs) 
Modify Attributes                    (Attribute, TUID, NewAttrs) 
                         Modify Attributes in batch        (BatchAttributes, TUID, OldAttrs, NewAttrs) 
Extend by hand                         (ExtendLine, TUID, ExtendLineXYs) 
Line                  Extend to another Line              (ExtendToLine, TUID, XY) 
Union                                         (Union, TUID, TID2 ……) 
Union to New                            (UnionNewLn, TUID, TID2,…… , NewTID, NewAttrs) 
Divide                                       (Split, TUID, SplitLineXYs) 
Split to New                             (SplitNewLn,TUID,SplitLineXYs,NewTID1,NewTID2,NewAttrs1,NewAttrs2) 
Extend                                      (ExtendPoly, TUID, ExtendPolygonXYs) 
Shrink                                       (ShrinkPoly, TUID, SplitLineXYs, SideXY) 
Polygon            Union                                        (Union, TUID, TID2 ……) 
Union to New                          (UnionNewPly, TUID, TID2,…… , NewTID, NewAttrs) 
Divide                                      (Split, TUID, SplitLineXYs) 
Split to New                            (SplitNewPly,TUID,SplitLineXYs,NewTID1,NewTID2,NewAttrs1,NewAttrs2) 
 
Where Operate is the type of updating operator, it is decomposed in 16 types according to the change type of 
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spatial entity, see table 1. TUID is used to identify the changed entity and match the entity with the one in base state 
database. Label is parameter description of Operate; Label is different for different Operate. The data structure of   
△DeltaObject is shown in table 1. 
The above storage model of incremental information is described by when, who (where), what and how four 
conditions. And the incremental information is memorized in the XML files. This method of description can 
effectively decrease the memory capacitance of data. What’s more, users just need to parse this process of collection 
and replay the process, and then the update will get automatically achieved. 
2.3. Time resolution of incremental information 
The differences between the incremental information are their respective capture time. The time interval of 
collection can be decided by the requirements of updating proposed by users or regularly issued according to the 
accumulative amount of the changing targets. Therefore, the producers need to determine the time resolution 
according to the actual requirement and provide the incremental information files chain according to the sequence of 
time. 
3. Incremental updating flows 
3.1. Updating the base state database 
The base state database stores the whole database at given time in the past, and the amendments database stores 
the change-only information at different time corresponding to the base state. So, essence of updating the base state 
database is to orderly integrate one or more amendments into the old database so as to get the newest version 
database. 
0
1
n
i n
t t i
i
DB DB Deltafile
=
=
= + Δ∑                                                                                                         (4) 
The above formula means if we want to get the base state at time tn DBtn, amendments from time t0 to tn should be 
added to the base state database DBt0 at time t0. Take fig. 1 as an example. Firstly, producers get the same primary 
database at time t0 from users, and then they constantly capture incremental information based on the database. △1 
is delta from time t0 to time t1, and △2-4 is delta from time t2.to time t4 .We can conclude from the figure that 
incremental information would only make sense when it is compared with the previous base state database. So only 
need users to get the sequential incremental information, and integrate them into the original database by time order, 
they can finish the updating. For instance, the formula for updating database from t1 to time t6 is 6 1
6
2
i
t t i
i
DB DB
=
=
= + Δ∑  
or 
6 1 2 4 5 6t t
DB DB −= + Δ + Δ + Δ . 
 
Fig. 1. Updating the base state database 
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3.2. Spatio-temporal search for entity 
Since the database is updated several times, users might figure out the evolutions of some spatial entities from 
macro-temporal perspective. So we can search incremental files chain through TUID of this entity through to 
sequentially gain the change record of the object. Take the entity whose TUID is “78” as an example. It didn’t exist 
in the base state of 1990-7-15, and was constructed until 2006-5-10. Also, it was extended in 2009-1-24. The search 
results are shown in table 2. Based on the table, geometrical calculation of the vector entity is performed by time 
order or in reverse order to get its spatial state at different time. 
Table 2. Searching results of entity in the incremental files 
Time          TUID   Operate      Label 
1990.7.15 
2006.5.10    78       Add             {552818.4045,322984.3275 552822.0470,322958.8298 552834.5935,322960.4487 552831.7604,322985.1369} 
2009.1.24    78      ExendPoly   {552826.9037,322963.6865 552830.1415,322953.1637 552834.9982,322953.5684 552833.3793,322963.2818} 
4. Experiments 
Based on the basic principle and algorithms proposed in the previous sections, a prototype system for GIS 
database incremental updating is developed with VB6.0 + MapObject. The test data is the topographic data of a 
country in Beijing at the scale of 1:2000 which includes a yard layer, a vegetable layer and a road layer etc. in 1990 
(Fig. 2-(a)). Then we update the old vector data by adding the remote sensing images of 2006 and 2009 to it (Fig. 2-
(b)). We can judge the changed part from comparing the images with vector data. As shown in Fig.2-(b), new 
residential yard is constructed on the left top, new road is built on the left bottom, road is extended on the right top, 
and a yard is broken down on the right bottom. While updating the database, incremental information is saved 
according to the model described in section 2.2. The preserved files are illustrated in Fig.2-(c). When getting the 
incremental information, users integrate it into the old base state database, and then the system finishes updating 
automatically using methods mentioned in section 3.1. The Fig. 2-(d) shows the results. 
                
(a)                                                                                              (b) 
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(c)                                                                                            (d)  
Fig. 2. The incremental updating flow based on base state with amendments (a) Original base state database; (b) Overlay the image and capture 
the incremental infromation; (c) Segment of preserved incremental information; (d) The new base state database after the updating 
To identify evolutions of a spatial entity, we can search records of it in all incremental files using the methods in 
section 3.2 and get its spatial variation process by geometrical overlay calculation. Taking the target in the table 2 as 
an example, it appeared in 2006 and was extended in 2009. The results of its spatio-temporal evolutions are shown 
in the Fig.3. 
 
Fig. 3. Results of the spatio-temporal search 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we analyzed the key issues in master database updating based on the application demand of 
incremental updating the topological map at the scale of 1:2000. (1) A new model of storing incremental 
information is proposed, which records the process of incremental updating. And this method would cost less 
memory, and it can update user’s database automatically. (2) The base state with amendments model was used to 
manage incremental information and historical data. Experimental results show that it is easy to operate, convenient 
to describe and search the evolutions of spatial entity. 
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